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ABSTRACT 

  
Many industrial buildings in New Zealand are located in ‘less populated’ rural 

settings but nonetheless, provide for the cities they surround. The Huntly Power 

Station is one example. This coal and gas power station has been a significant 

part of the community for more than three decades. It has contributed to the 

township of Huntly in both positive and negative ways from being a source of 

work and income for locals while at the same time polluting the environment 

around it. Having observed the building for many years, it has become evident 

to me that it is quickly losing purpose and functionality. This is arising from 

New Zealand’s attempts to lower the country’s C02 emissions. Coal and gas-

powered stations are a threat to the environment as they produce high levels of 

harmful gases and, as a result, the Huntly power station is at risk of closure. 

However, this does not mean that we must lose the building along with its 

function. 

The act of revitalizing an existing building instead of demolishing and 

constructing a new building is a more sustainable and environmentally friendly 

approach. However, it is common practice in New Zealand to get rid of buildings 

that have become redundant and replace them with new ones. Huntly is at risk 

of losing an important part of their community. However, due to its recent 

construction, the building currently lacks heritage listing requirements, thus 

making it vulnerable to demolition. This raises the question, what does the 

Huntly Power Station possess in terms of architectural heritage? Even though a 

building is only of importance to a minority, it does not mean that it does not 

deserve to be protected or offered a lifeline. It is possible for these buildings to 

continue to contribute to the community through careful adaptive re-design to 

release their untapped potential. 

This project aims to revitalise the Huntly Power Station so that it may reconnect 

with its community though its re-design as a Transport Hub. A transformation 

that is likely to have particular significance given the future plans for the fast 

rail between Auckland and Hamilton. Through a review of existing architectural 

works (literature and precedents) that explored the current knowledge on 

adaptive reuse, along with research from other related fields such as 

conservation and sustainability, a design response was formulated to enable the 

Huntly Power Station to function primarily as a transport hub in the future. This 

design recognises the existing Architectural value of the Power Station and 

effectively uses the building’s resources to meet the needs of the community 

now and into the future.  
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 Figure 1. Huntly Power Station across the Waikato River from 

Huntly East (Image by Follash). 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Project Background 

 
The discussion around closure of the Huntly Power Station has been in the 

national media since 2007.1 In 2012 the power station received resource consent 

to continue its operation for the next 25 years. However, Genesis, the company 

running the power station, says that they have a commitment to finding cleaner 

energy sources but will continue using the Huntly Power Station until 2022. 2 

This is the latest piece of information available regarding the power station, 

therefore, there is a need to find another use for the power station that better 

reflects the needs of its residents.  

As a result of the housing crisis in Auckland, Huntly and rural surroundings 

have experience significant growth. 3   This urban sprawl has resulted in more 

people commuting from outside the city, consequently creating issues such as 

traffic congestion on the outskirts of the region and increasing vehicular fuel 

emissions. A response to these two issues is; the possibility of a  

 

fast rail between Auckland and Hamilton to support “housing and employment 

opportunities along the rail line […]” (see figure 1.1).4 As Huntly is the largest 

small town along this rail line, it makes the town an attractive option for 

commuters and will continue growing, thus pushing for the need of a transport 

hub. Therefore, this gives the power station potential to not only function as a 

possible transport hub, but also as a gateway to growth and a place of welcome. 

The intention of this project is to provide an architectural intervention to this 

adaptive re-use scheme of transforming the Huntly Power Station into a 

transport hub. This would allow the town of Huntly to grow not just into an outer 

suburb of Auckland and Hamilton but potentially a self-sufficient satellite town. 

Moreover, the intervention is approached through both a heritage conservation 

and sustainability lens to ensure the building safe-keeps its place in the 

community and establishes its position in a contemporary setting.  

 

 
1 “Protesters Could Be Charged over Power Station Climb,” NZ Herald, February 26, 2007, 
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=10425858. 
2 Tracey Hickman, “Managing Huntly’s Coal Stockpile.” Genesis Energy, November 6, 2018, 
accessed November 12, 2018, https://www.genesisenergy.co.nz/about/media/news/managing-
huntly’s-coal-stockpile. 
3 “Subnational population estimates,” Stats NZ, accessed November 12, 2018, 
http://nzdotstat.stats.govt.nz/wbos/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=TABLECODE7541. 

4 “Passenger Rail Transport between Auckland, Hamilton and Tauranga,” Auckland Council, 
accessed November 12, 2018, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plans-projects-policies-
reports-bylaws/our-plans-strategies/auckland-plan/transport-access/Pages/passenger-rail-
transport-auckland-hamilton-tauranga.aspx. 
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1.2 Project Outline  
 

This project is based in the town of Huntly located in the North Waikato, New 

Zealand. Huntly currently sits on State Highway 1 approximately 45 km south 

of the Auckland region and 23km north of the Hamilton district boundary. The 

subject of this research project is the Huntly Power Station, which is located in 

Huntly West on the bankside of the Waikato River. The research intends to 

inform on ways to revitalise the Huntly Power Station through new uses that are 

functionally relevant to the Huntly of the future. The new function is primarily 

a Transport Hub, supported by other functions that are explored in the 

programme development section.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1. The proposed passenger rail plan between Auckland 

and Hamilton (Image by Auckland Council).  

 

Huntly 
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1.3 Research Question 
 

How could a redundant Huntly Power Station be adapted to reconnect with its community? 

 

1.4 Aim/Objectives of the project 
 

This design project aims to support the forecasted growth of the Huntly town by 

providing its improved future transportation infrastructure with a 

terminal/interchange of high public interest (locally and nationally). This 

enables the Huntly Power Station to enter the next chapter of its life and re-

centre its position in the Huntly community. Concurrently, this adaptive re-use 

intervention ensures the safe-keeping of arguably the most significant building 

in the North Waikato hence why this research project explores the different 

facets of adaptive re-use, mainly heritage conservation and sustainability. This 

allows the redevelopments to pay respect to the existing architecture while 

making the necessary changes to remain functionally relevant, embracing 

development of the North Waikato and setting up Huntly for the future. 

The objectives of the project are as follows; 

• To adapt the Huntly Power Station building to a Transport Hub. 

 

• To provide the building with programmes that support the needs of 

locals to encourage placemaking. 

 

• To retain the architectural identity of the building and the tangible 

cultural significance it possesses. 
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1.5 Scope and Limitations 
 

This project focuses on how to revitalise the Huntly Power Station through 

adaptive re-use in order for it to reconnect to its community. This was achieved 

by exploring existing works on adaptive re-use and other fields that stems from 

it (i.e. sustainability and conservation). The building’s context was another area 

explored to contribute to this research. It was important to gather an 

understanding of the existing infrastructure in both the area and the building to 

respond to the research question. Since the research question was centred around 

a future event, the programme was chosen accordingly. Therefore, factors such 

as area development and population growth were drawn from census forecasts, 

growth patterns and future development plans found in both media and local 

council plans.  

 

 

 

The scope of this project also addressed matters relating to: 

• Sustainability – The environmental issues associated with the re-use of 

the building. 

• Heritage – The building’s intangible and tangible heritage. 

• Functionality – Programmatic architectural solutions to aid the 

transition. 

The limitations of this project are as follows: 

• This intervention will not necessarily work in a different context. 

• This project is not about the betterment of rail routes although it may 

include suggestions for new routes for the sole purpose of aiding the 

architectural scheme and improving connectivity of the Transport 

Hub. 

• This project does not encourage nor discourage urban sprawl and is 

merely a response to possible events. 

• This project is not directed toward solving the housing crisis in cities. 
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1.6 State of Knowledge in the Field  
 

In this part of the document a brief overview of essential literature informing 

this project is provided. More specifically, literature around adaptive re-use and 

its relationship with sustainability and conservation is examined along with 

discussion of the past and current heritage design guidelines’ treatment 

regarding these topics. The Venice Charter, the Burra Charter and the ICOMOS 

NZ Charter are few of many design guidelines, each tailored for specific regions 

or countries and advising on accepted practices and methods to treat buildings 

of heritage value. The relevant guidelines, along with theoretical positions on 

sustainability and conservation, are explored and used as tools to identify 

suitable treatments for the Huntly Power Station to maintain its heritage fabric 

through this intervention. Moreover, the guidelines were used to assess the 

chosen precedents for their validity in the field of adaptive re-use. These 

precedents varied in typology from being ex-industrial buildings to ones that 

represent the chosen programme. For example, the Tate Modern served as the 

first precedent for its continuous historic status at the heart of London aided by 

critically acclaimed adaptive re-use. It is also one of the first power stations to 

undergo this type of architectural treatment and retained its significance in the 

process, therefore a good example for this project. A more detailed examination 

of the research is provided in the literature review (section 4.0) and precedent 

review (section 5.0). 
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1.7 Methodology 
  

Due to the intricate nature of this project, a strategic approach was taken in order to construct a valid theoretical design response that informed design decisions at every 

step. This plan of action comprises of 4 steps, namely the context research, literature review, precedent review and design development. All were carried in the same 

respective order and contributed to synthesise the final design. Below is a breakdown of each step: 

 

- Context research 

An analysis of the context within which the power station exist was crucial to 

ensure a well-framed design response. This analysis was conducted both on-site 

and off-site to ensure maximum information was gathered about the Huntly 

Power Station and external factors that affected this design research. While 

some of this information was collected from local council related websites, there 

was other information that could be retrieved only from the local archives, 

libraries, the council office and the site itself. 

The context research started with a visit to the local archives where media 

extracts and impact reports were gathered. This would contribute to an 

understanding of the historical context for the power station before and during 

its construction as well as what the building meant for the community of Huntly 

at that time. The media extracts that were gathered are presented in Appendix 

A. These contain scrapbook materials, 

 

f 

journals and newspaper microfiche records concerning the Huntly Power 

Station. 

Site visits were initially held outside the building’s premises due to restricted 

access to the site. Pictures of the surrounding areas and the power station’s 

perimeter enabled the comprehension of what parts of the power station the 

Huntly community was currently exposed or has access to. An urban analysis 

was also conducted to further contextualise the Huntly Power Station. Records 

of buildings that were realised as a result of or after the power station (e.g. the 

Huntly Library) were also obtained. At a guided-site visit, photographs of the 

site and buildings were taken to facilitate the understanding of the building’s 

interior and facilities. This visit was guided by the power station’s maintenance 

engineer who provided a thorough explanation of the building’s structures and 

equipment. Architectural drawings were also obtained at the end of the site visit 

(available in Appendix C). 
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- Literature review 

The topics surrounding adaptive re-use were examined in order to grasp an 

understanding of existing research in the field. This material helped understand 

the chronology regarding the development of these subtopics and their current 

position in the field of Architecture. While mainly primary sources (i.e. design 

guidelines) were used, secondary sources (i.e. journals) were also consulted to 

gather and build the arguments for the treatment of the subject. These sources 

range from books and journals to practical guidelines used by architectural 

practices locally and internationally, providing a good balance to realise a valid 

architectural response.  

 

- Precedent Review 

The study of precedents consisted of the assessment of buildings and 

architectural features related to this project. Typology, programme choice and 

nature of the intervention were all included in the criteria for these buildings. 

For example, buildings of an industrial nature that underwent an adaptive re-use  

 

i 

process were considered to be within the same typology. They were studied and 

assessed against the findings from the literature review which in turn, provided 

new or aided existing arguments. At the same time, design ideas were generated 

using the design strategies of these precedents along with contextual 

information gathered at the beginning of the context research.   

 

- Design development 

This part of the project is where all findings were gathered to find design 

solutions for this adaptive re-use. Design trials were conducted using digital 

models and drawings allowed for a swift evaluation of different theoretical 

positions (from the literature review) against contextual information and 

findings from the precedent review. The design outcomes out of each trial were 

then taken forward to be developed further using tools developed from the 

context research and then critiqued to identify the flaws in the design as well as 

the research. This process was repeated until a satisfactory design outcome was 

reached and the research question adequately fulfilled. 
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2.0 CONTEXT RESEARCH 
 

This section of the text explores the contextual data relevant to this project, such 

as the history of the Huntly Power Station, the urban environment and the 

architecture of the building itself. As mentioned in the methodology section 

(1.7), the context research was the first step in the process leading to the final 

design but also continued through to the very end as more data was made 

available. This continuous surge of additional contextual information was then 

interwoven in the design development at different stages in no particular order. 

The context research aimed to gather a sound understanding of different factors 

that could affect the design outcome. 

 

2.1 Historical Analysis  

 
Formerly known as Rahui Pokeka, the town of Huntly was first settled by 

Tainui. It was not until the 1850s that Europeans migrants began settling in the 

 
5  “Waikato Places,” Te Ara, accessed October 18, 2018. https://teara.govt.nz/en/waikato-
places/page-4 
6  T.W. Fookes, Huntly Power Project: A Description, Monitoring Social and Economic Impact: 
Huntly Case Study (Hamilton: University of Waikato, 1981).  
7 Appendix E in NZED, Huntly Power Station: Environmental Impact Statement (Wellington: 
Unpublished Report, 1972). Accessed from “Into the backyard” by Jo Whittle, available at 

area due to its coal mining potential.5 Coal mining was a catalyst to Huntly’s 

population growth and consequent urbanization. By the early 1900s, Huntly had 

become reliant on coal mining as a source of employment so the coal shortages 

in the 1960s meant economic instability for the town and the population of 

Huntly slowly declined.6 Shortly after, in the mid-1960s, there were reports that 

Huntly could potentially be the host to New Zealand’s largest thermal power 

station.7 This was confirmed in 1973 as the Huntly power scheme was given the 

‘go ahead’ and construction began. Completion of the project was not until 

1986, by which time Huntly town had become one of the busiest in the North 

Waikato, bustling with ‘comings and goings.’ In the course of the power 

station’s construction, the personnel on site peaked to 1,800 workers in 1978, of 

which 40%, it is believed, were travelling from Hamilton. This brought a growth 

of 19% in Huntly’s population from the time the works started at the power 

station site.8  

https://www.environmentalhistory-au-nz.org/2013/11/into-the-backyard-huntly-power-station-
and-the-history-of-environmentalism-in-new-zealand/#_ftnref68. 
8 Huntly Power Station Scrapbook, Waikato District Libraries, Huntly Library Closed Collections. 
Extract from “The Huntly Power Saga,” Waikato Times. 
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The Huntly Power Station operations alone created 292 employment positions 

alongside $1million invested by the Huntly power scheme in public amenities 

to support Huntly’s growth. The mayor of Huntly at the time of completion, 

Robin Wright, saw the Huntly Power scheme as “Huntly’s salvation” but also 

admitted that the power station would one day face being made redundant.9 

During and after construction, the building was subject to criticism by both 

members of the community and environmentalists around the world. Although 

the function of the building was to serve by contributing to the national power 

grid, it used a lot of natural resources and was presented as a threat to natural 

landmarks such as the Waikato River and the Lake Waahi.10   

 

Despite strong opposition, the power station had influential advocates who admired its architectural and engineering feats/qualities. Mayor Robin Wright described the 

building as an “asset Huntly can be proud of”. It is common belief that the local news outlet at the time embellished the building’s reputation to get as many supporters 

to outnumber the ones that were against the power station. 11 

 

 

 
9 Huntly Power Station Scrapbook, Waikato District Libraries, Huntly Library Closed Collections. 
Extract from Huntly’s Salvation,” Waikato Times. 
10 Appeal to the Town and Country Planning Appeal Board, 12 October 1973, in Electricorp, 
21/90/2 pt. 1. Accessed from “Into the backyard” by Jo Whittle, available at 

https://www.environmentalhistory-au-nz.org/2013/11/into-the-backyard-huntly-power-station-
and-the-history-of-environmentalism-in-new-zealand/#_ftnref68. 
11 Huntly Power Station Scrapbook. “Huntly’s salvation.” 

Figure 2. Early photograph of the Huntly Power Station seen from the sidewalk next to the 

Waahi Marae (Image by T.W. Fookes). 
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2.2 Context Analysis 
 

The Huntly Power Station site is nudged in the middle of a triangle cornered by 

places of high cultural significance. To the north Kaitumutumu marae, west Te 

Kauri marae and south Waahi Marae, all within 1km radius of the power station. 

The location along with the design scheme of the power station was heavily 

criticised by the local community due to its ‘overwhelming’ appearance, which 

tends to dwarf anything nearby. 12 The Waahi Marae (see figure 2.1), being 

located less than 500m south of the power station is the most affected. The 

chimneys mercilessly towering over the marae’s site shows inconsiderate design 

approaches, thus, needing external remedies such as modifying the landscaping 

to act as a ‘buffer’ in between the two sites. 13  The power station also was 

criticised by the local maraes, particularly Waahi and Kaitumutumu marae, for 

limiting access to the Waikato river-bank caused by the water intake plants 

located on the westernmost side of the site. The plant takes up a considerable 

 
12 Transcript, TV News, 7:00pm, 8 October 1974, in Electricorp, 21/90/5 pt. 2. Accessed from “Into the backyard” by Jo Whittle, available at https://www.environmentalhistory-au-nz.org/2013/11/into-
the-backyard-huntly-power-station-and-the-history-of-environmentalism-in-new-zealand/#_ftnref68. 
13 Memorandum from J.C. Wilson, Head Office, MWD, Wellington to Project Engineer, Huntly Power Project, MWD, Huntly, 7 April 1977, in Electricorp, 21/90/2 pt. 2. Accessed from “Into the backyard” 
by Jo Whittle, available at https://www.environmentalhistory-au-nz.org/2013/11/into-the-backyard-huntly-power-station-and-the-history-of-environmentalism-in-new-zealand/#_ftnref68. 

4.6ha or 390m of the river bank and is fully fenced, thus restricting access to 

part of the Waikato river bank.  

The Huntly Power Station has always been a private access building due to the 

security issues involved with navigating this heavy industrial site. Nonetheless, 

the building had been open to the public for daily guided tours from 1984 until 

the early 2000s when the tour was discontinued. This was possibly due to the 

decline of public interest in the building or for security reasons due to the power 

station’s controversial status amongst environmentalist organization, 

Greenpeace. Guided tours are still offered upon request but in limited numbers 

and by appointment only. This restriction makes the building’s sighting from 

afar easier than from the adjacent street, Te-Ohaki road, where the power station 

site is heavily screened by greenery.  
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Figure 2.1. Huntly Power Station site map showing facilities and nearby maraes (Image by Google Maps).  

  

 

 

View to 

Figure 2.4 
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Below is a breakdown of the viewpoints of the Huntly Power Station from Huntly and neighbouring areas; 

 

Street Frontage 

The power station’s site has a very private street frontage. With screens of 

foliage around most of its Te Ohaki frontage, the building starts to come into 

review north-west of the site approaching the switch yard (see figure 2.2). It is 

possible that this area has been left without greenery because of the electrical 

hazards that the trees pose around the high voltage equipment occupying the 

switchyard around the site’s boundaries. The switchyard’s side (see figure 2.3) 

appear to offer the less obstructed view of the power station from Te Ohaki road, 

and once the equipment on the switchyard is removed, would be suitable as 

entry point for the site. The street frontage was one aspect of the Huntly Power 

Station’s site that demanded re-structuring in order to make it more inviting and 

embrace its new function.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Shows Huntly Power Station's street frontage from Te Ohaki Rd (Photo by Jean 

Damien Ramtano). 

Figure 2.3. View from North-East of the Huntly power station from Te Ohaki Rd. (Photo by 

Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Skyline 

The Huntly Power Station is a dominant figure in the town’s skyline, mainly 

due to the building’s scale dwarfing any other local structures (see figure 2.5). 

Most of its main buildings, such as the turbine hall, boiler house and chimneys, 

can be seen from anywhere in Huntly (see figure 2.4). This makes it a common 

sight in town therefore any changes made to this highly visible part of the 

building’s envelope had to be done in a diligent manner with respect to its 

heritage fabric and the impact it would have on the town’s skyline altogether. 

At the same time, it provided a great opportunity to celebrate the existing 

architecture through an alteration which would really catch the eye and give the 

Huntly Power Station a new dimension. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Huntly Power station viewed from residential area of Huntly East (Photo by Jean 

Damien Ramtano). 
Figure 2.5. Huntly Power station viewed from Bailey St. (Photo by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Monument 

The power station’s chimneys are very powerful landmarks for they tower over 

Huntly they are often used as a way-finder by motorists on the State Highway 1 

to indicate that they are approaching the town. The tall structures can be viewed 

as far as 5km north in the town of Ohinewai (see figure 2.7) and 10km west in 

Ruawaro, whereas south and westwards, the stacks can only be viewed from a 

distance at the top of hills and mountains (see figure 2.6) due to the Taupiri and 

Hakarimata Ranges screening the building from neighbouring towns. Changes 

made to the two structures had to be subtle enough to not hinder their built 

qualities while taking advantage of their vertical nature to highlight their 

presence in this vicinity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6. Huntly Power Station’s chimneys viewed from Hakarimata summit 

lookout (Photo by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

Figure 2.7. Huntly Power Station’s chimney on the horizon from motorway bridge in Ohinewai 

(Image by Google maps). 
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Figure 2.8. Natural context map (Diagram by Jean Damien 

Ramtano). 

Figure 2.10. Huntly Power Station 
viewed from Lake Hakanoa (Image by 

Motowalks NZ). 

Natural landmarks 

The Huntly Power Station’s rural surroundings are gifted with many natural 

landmarks (refer to figure 2.8) of cultural significance that could be included in 

the final design scheme. In a similar way to a new development approaching 

design around natural landmarks, the Transport Hub, despite taking place in an 

existing fabric, needed to acknowledge the presence of these significant 

landscapes. This can be achieved through enhancing viewpoints in the building 

that eases viewing of these landmarks from inside. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9. Huntly Power Station viewed 

next to Lake Waahi (Image by Stuff NZ). 

Figure 2.11. The Hakarimata Ranges 

across the Waikato River (Image by 

Grutness). 

Figure 2.12. Shows Mount Taupiri across 
the Waikato River (Image by 

Motowalks). 
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Figure 2.14. Sun study during a winter solstice afternoon shows shadow cast on the building (Diagram by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     

    

Figure 2.13. Huntly Power Station site analysis (Diagram by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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2.2.1 Urban analysis 

 

As well as the natural context, an understanding of the built context was equally 

important for the realization of this project. From figure 2.15 it is possible to 

understand Huntly’s urban fabric though a figure ground showing the Huntly 

Power Station’s isolated location from the rest of the town. The building is 

situated in a heavy industrial zone resulting in its seclusion from residential 

areas, with the exception of dwellings that existed prior to its construction which 

led to re-zoning of the area. This indicated that more than just a re-zoning would 

be needed to heal this disconnect between the Huntly Power Station and the 

community of Huntly. Better accessibility was the first change to catalyse this 

revitalization. Improving the connectivity between the residential (and/or 

commercial) clusters and the building was key to helping the community 

familiarise itself with the estranged subject. This could be done through closing 

the gap between the different zones or providing the infrastructure to render the 

Huntly power station more accessible to the Huntly community. In order to 

achieve this, an evaluation of the existing infrastructure was needed. Figure 2.16 

shows the existing bridging systems that are available to cross the Waikato 

River from Huntly East to the Huntly Power Station in Huntly West. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.15. Huntly figure ground drawing showing the Huntly Power Station 

in red (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 2.16. Diagram shows crossing infrastructures in Huntly. (Diagram by Jean Damien Ramtano).  
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Figure 2.17. Left: shows 5 km radius around the Huntly Power Station highlighted with roading. Right: shows shortest travel times and routes to the Huntly Power Station from the 

town centre (Diagram by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

 

Transportation

Figure 2.17 shows the shortest travel time and routes, as well as the means of 

transportation to the Huntly Power Station from the Huntly town centre. The 

closest path to access the Transport Hub site from Huntly East residential area 

is through the town centre using the footbridge. Examining the pedestrian travel 

routes from Huntly East suggests an alternative route would provide better 

connectivity in the town. A shorter route from the residential area in the east 

would encourage pedestrian flow to the Transport Hub site and avoid future 

overload of the only vehicular bridge in Huntly. 
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Figure 2.18. Shows the Huntly town centre Main St. street frontage along with areas of interest such as Huntly Library, Huntly Press Building & Huntly square – right top to bottom (Diagram by Jean 

Damien Ramtano). 

 

Urban character 

The conservation of urban identity is an important factor in creating 

places/spaces that are familiar to its community. The adaptive reuse of the 

Huntly Power Station from a heavy industrial site to a public and commercial 

site means that the environment, if entirely preserved, would be considered 

unknown territory in terms of human scale. With reference to heritage 

management literature around preservation, we can conclude that loss of 

heritage places leads to alienation, caused by the inability for the community to 

access these buildings or places that accurately depict their past. In the Huntly 

Power Station scenario, the privatisation of the building grounds meant that the 

site access was restricted to employees, thus it was familiar at human scale with 

only a small part of the Huntly community. Since this project’s focus is to 

reconnect to the wider community of Huntly it is logical to make a design 

response that is inclusive of what this community is exposed to in terms of 

urbanity of the town. This is why the examination of Huntly town centre’s urban 

character is an important step in building a cohesive management plan.  
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Alternative design 

The building that stands out from the others is the Huntly public library. This building is the most recent 

addition on main street. It possesses a ‘half and half’ façade of exposed brick on the lower part and 

corrugated iron on the upper part. The corrugated iron on the façade is an odd sight in the Huntly town 

centre and seems to have been borrowed from the Huntly Power Station’s design language paying homage 

to the power station for the Library’s construction had been funded by the Huntly Power Scheme.  

Building character 

The buildings present in the town of Huntly are no different to the small-town buildings found across New 

Zealand. Brick buildings with facades trimmed with decorative stucco mouldings. They are standardised 

along Main Street, differing only in shape, size and colour. 

 

 

The plaza 

The Huntly town plaza is an open courtyard space that also act as an intermediary access to Venna Fry Lane 

from Main Street. The space hosts sitting areas and sculptures making it the only place in Huntly for outdoor 

public displays. As well as being a link to each streets the space opens up views to the Waikato River via a 

wooden pier. This courtyard is currently flanked mostly by unoccupied buildings, with a couple of shops 

that have only recently been refurbished.  
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2.3 Architectural Analysis 
 

In this part of the research, the buildings occupying the site are described in 

terms of their current use, architectural properties and qualities that may be of 

use during the process of adaptive re-use. The focus has been on the parts of the 

building chosen to undergo alteration (the power generating enclosure). In 

addition to the main power station edifice, the site also comprises other 

supporting buildings that are not included in the design scheme but will be 

touched on nonetheless.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.19. Northern elevation of the Huntly Power Station with main thresholds marked and labelled (Image by Cameron McLeod). 
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Turbine hall

The Turbine hall, as the name suggests is the large building that is host to the 

engine of the power station, the turbine. The building holds four steam propelled 

turbines in its 260 by 46m-wide envelope under a light roof held by 38 long 

span steel trusses.14 Its warehouse-like qualities, namely the clear long span, 

offer the flexibility needed to remove the large turbine equipment that occupies 

the building, along with the possibility of housing new equipment of different 

dimensions. All the turbines are mounted on steel-scaffold-like semi-permanent 

structures. The latter are 10m tall and occupy much of the turbine hall’s floor 

space making it hard to enjoy the buildings spatial qualities from ground level. 

Unless these structures are to be used in this design scheme, we would be 

looking at their removal (at least partially) to benefit fully from what this part 

of the building offers. At 29m from ground level is the lowest part of the steel 

trusses holding up a corrugated steel sheet roof with four clerestory openings.15 

These openings are located directly over the steam turbines serving dual 

functions of allowing daylight deep in to the turbine hall and stack ventilation 

aided by a ventilator. The edifice is also lit up by daylighting through a 

substantial amount of glazing that covers at least half of the eastern façade. 

Some of the northern and southern façades are also glazed to an approximate of 

1:3 ratio, which allows enough daylight in the building even in the afternoon 

when no direct sunlight can penetrate the turbine hall. Daylighting entering 

through the eastern façade comes at the expense of poor climate control in 

winter but operating as a power station, a low ambient temperature is not 

undesirable. However, this would affect the usage of this building in a different 

setting.   

 

 

  

 

 

 
14 Huntly Power Station Scrapbook, Waikato District Libraries, Huntly Library Closed Collections. 
Extract from “Did You Know?” Waikato Times. 

15 From building section in Appendix C 

Figure 2.20. Interior of turbine hall (Photo by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 2.21. Top floor of auxiliary bay (Photo by Jean Damien 

Ramtano). 

Auxiliary bay 

The auxiliary bay acts as connector between the turbine hall and the boiler 

house. It connects both the machinery and occupancy between the two buildings 

though four service floors. The first and fourth level both have double height 

ceilings. Although it is narrower(26m) than the turbine hall, it is as long as the 

latter, making it visually appear as a corridor between the turbine hall and boiler 

house.16 Despite the narrower nature of this space, which is mainly due to closer 

packed structural elements, the auxiliary bay is the only building offering 

existing multilevel full-length concrete floor plates. It is something that has been 

exploited to increase occupancy and complement its surrounding spaces with 

access to the vertical voids at different levels.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
16 From building section in Appendix C. 
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Boiler house 

The boiler house is the tallest building on the power station site. Its footprint 

measures 46m by 206m and the structure rises to 71m high where it splits into 

four different compartments (shafts). 17  In each section, suspended, are the 

furnaces which feed the turbines in the turbine hall. These machines occupy the 

boiler house shafts in its hollow centres surrounded by access walkways and 

staircases. Unlike the turbine hall, the boiler house is not very well lit. It has two 

long but narrow vertical openings on the sides that light up the space the best 

they can, but the boiler house have poorly lit spaces often relying on artificial 

lighting for service walkways.  

The furnaces and turbines are all aligned horizontally therefore having 

architectural elements such as the boiler house shaft and clerestory opening on 

the turbine hall lining up perfectly to each other. This functional design language 

largely affects the Huntly Power Station’s symmetrical properties and has been 

taken into consideration during the programme and design development in this 

project. 
 

 

 

 

 
17 From building section in Appendix C. 

Figure 2.22. Shows the structure inside the boiler house (Photo by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 2.23. Shows the Huntly Power Station's chimney (Photo by Jean Damien 

Ramtano). 

Chimneys 

The chimneys (or stacks) are non-building structures located on the westernmost 

part of the main buildings. The two structures are the tallest on site, standing at 

150m tall. 18 The chimneys’ structure consists of a 450mm thick steel reinforced 

concrete windshield that surrounds a space of 15m in diameter at the base which 

then tapers to 12m at 64m high. Within that space two steel flues of 4.5m in 

diameter, side by side, rise to the full height of the chimney protruding above 

the concrete shield by 6m. Also occupying the space are staircases and a lift, 

both giving vertical access to the shaft. 19 The top of the chimneys, although not 

currently accessible, could provide interesting spaces for sightseeing; visitors 

would be able to view important cultural landscapes (e.g. Mount Taupiri, Lake 

Hakanoa).The exposed steel flue offers a space to build a new envelope around 

and create occupiable space without affecting the buildings cultural significance 

as a whole. 

 

 

 

 

 
18 Huntly Power Station Scrapbook, Waikato District Libraries, Huntly Library Closed Collections. Extract from “How to build a power station chimney,” Waikato Times. 
19 Huntly Power Station Scrapbook, Waikato District Libraries, Huntly Library Closed Collections. Extract from “Did You Know?” Waikato Times. 
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Other buildings 

The power station site is also host to many other supporting buildings and structures that are going to be 

either removed to benefit the new programme or left as is and are not part of the design scheme. The two 

main supporting buildings are the control block and the administration and conference building. The latter, 

which is accessed through a skybridge from the turbine hall, is the administrative hub for the power station 

facilities and where trainings are held (see figure 2.24). The building’s monolithic nature offers great 

contrasts to the turbine hall. Its exposed waffle concrete slab held up by chunky concrete columns does 

not shy away from its bigger neighbour, the turbine hall. This building’s setup or appearance will not be 

modified as it is not part of the adaptive re-use. The other supporting building, the control block, has 

similar architectural qualities as the administration building (see figure 2.25). It possesses all the 

characteristics of the Brutalist style, chunky concrete structural elements and small openings. The main 

difference with the administration building is the light roof, which almost matches the style of the turbine 

hall and boiler house. Another difference is that it the building is mostly occupied by servers and other 

control equipment used to monitor and control power input/output of the power station. Like the 

administration and conference building, the control block is one that will not undergo an adaptive re-use.  

Other structures are cooling towers, which are likely to be removed to decrease cluttering on the site and, 

finally, the precipitators. The latter are big pieces of equipment in front of the chimneys used to separate 

the ashes from the smoke before being released into the air. These structures were removed in the design 

development due to the health hazards associated with their high ash content and other contaminants 

present.  

 

 

Figure 2.24. Northern view of the Admin building 

(Photo by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

Figure 2.25. Southern view of the Control Block 

(Photo by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

Figure 2.26. Overlooking the Waikato River from the 

Huntly Power Station's cooling plant's intake (Photo 

by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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2.4 Key Insights 
 

This part of the explanatory document explored the contributing factors both 

within and outside the Huntly Power Station building with the aim of 

strengthening this research leading to a design outcome. Deduced from this 

exercise was a sound understanding of the site and its surrounding and historical 

significance. The Huntly Power Station carries a significant part of Huntly’s 

industrial heritage; this is why it is important to carry its identity through time 

even after being made redundant. The adaptive re-use of the building aims to be 

as non-destructive as possible and able to reiterate these less appreciated 

industrial qualities by transforming them into an enjoyable public space. It was 

also proposed that this design project provides an opportunity to reconstruct the 

site’s boundaries so that the wider community can re-connect with the building. 

One way to achieve this is to reimagine the cooling plant area and adapt it in a 

way that can be of use to nearby maraes. Another way is to reintroduce flora 

within the building’s boundaries to pay homage to the landscape that existed 

before the power station. Both design possibilities lead to the programming of 

spaces on the Huntly Power Station’s site which was further discussed in the 

next part of this document. 
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3.0 PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENT 
 

This section explores the new programmes that the Huntly Power Station was 

adapted to, along with existing infrastructure to be adapted. The programmes 

that were developed for this adaptive re-se project were based on current and 

projected events that could potentially affect development in Huntly and its 

surrounding areas. The upcoming commuter rail is a major development in the 

area that provides a corridor for growth in-between the two cities, Auckland and 

Hamilton. With Huntly being given a stop on this route, unprecedented growth 

for the town is possible and would, thus, require infrastructural improvement. 

This growth, if sustained, would require an upgrade from the train stop to a 

transport hub in the near future. While the focus of this project was primarily to 

reconnect the Huntly Power Station to its community, the aid of a new function 

that would reinvigorate this link was the first step.  

3.1 Primary Function 

 
The main function designated to this adaptive reuse is a transport hub adapted 

to the commuter rail scheme, which consists of the reinstatement of passenger 

trains travelling between Auckland and Hamilton with a stop in Huntly. 20 

 
20 “Hamilton-Auckland Start-up Rail Service,” Waikato Regional Council, accessed April 28, 2019, 
http://waikatoregion.govt.nz/services/regional-services/transport/rail/ 
21 Waikato Regional Council, “Hamilton-Auckland Start-up rail Service”. 

Although the rail programme is set to begin mid-2020, the Huntly Power Station 

proposal to serve with its new purpose of a transport hub would only start taking 

effect from 2037.21 The latter is the final year the power station has consent to 

burn fossil fuels.22 The building, which so far is to be made redundant, presents 

itself as an ideal candidate to provide Huntly with a train stop with multiple uses 

inside an iconic building. The challenge that arises with this future occupation 

is projecting the urban structure of Huntly and the North Waikato in 18 years’ 

time. Regional design manuals, urban growth projections and the commuter 

train scheme (see in appendix D) were consulted to inform the careful design of 

a programme that suits the setting. 

The train scheme aims to bridge the gap between Auckland, Hamilton and 

Tauranga in terms of accessibility and commuting times for regulars, such as 

people commuting daily for employment or study. Huntly sits comfortably on 

the train route from Auckland to Hamilton as a small, but growing town with 

good amenities and infrastructure that other surrounding towns lack (e.g., big 

box stores, recreational spaces). Coupled with affordable housing, Huntly’s 

train stop is likely to attract more residents from the big cities which, in turn, 

calls for a transport hub to facilitate the comings and goings associated with the 

town.  

22 “Huntly Power Station Resource Consents Granted in under Six Months,” Waikato Regional 
Council, accessed April 28, 2019, https://www.waikatoregion.govt.nz/community/whats-
happening/news/media-releases-archived/huntly-power-station-resource-consents-granted-in-
under-six-months/ 
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Figure 3.1. Area in red shows allocation of the Transport Hub inside the 

Turbine Hall (Diagram by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

Provisions 

With the use of the Auckland Transport Code of Practice (see Appendix D), it was possible to draw a list of amenities and essential facilities required for a transport 

hub. These were listed in two parts as shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FACILITIES AMENITIES 

Train trench Retail outlets 

Sheltered waiting areas (w/ seating) Advertising 

Toilets Park & ride and EV facilities 

Information & ticketing area  

Bicycle storage facilities  

Mobility Parking and drop-offs  

Rail crossing facilities (underpass/overpass)   

Table 1. Table showing facilities and amenities provided in new scheme (Table by Jean Damien 

Ramtano). 
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Figure 3.2. Regional Rapid Rail three stages outcome proposal (Image by Harriet 

Gale).  

3.1.1 Existing proposed schemes 

 

This part of the programme section seeks to explore existing proposals for the 

commuter rail scheme to help future proof the outcome of this design project 

and better understand the ideas of development along the railway line. Two 

proposed schemes that were looked at are the Regional Rapid Rail (RRR) and 

the Corridor for Wellbeing. The proposals are only briefly explored to give an 

overview of the development of the North Island Main Trunk (NIMT) in the 

near future. 

Regional Rapid Rail (RRR) 

The RRR. is a scheme proposed by a private organization, Greater Auckland. 

The scheme seeks to interconnect the three cities of Auckland, Hamilton and 

Tauranga with a fast rail link that is focused on growth of the three cities and 

towns along the railway. One of their strategic goals is to improve accessibility 

to more affordable housing on the outskirts of cities and connect them to 

employment centres.23 This supports the motive of the commuter rail scheme, 

the aim of which is to provide a commuter-connection between Hamilton and 

Auckland, with plans of expansion according to demand. The RRR. was 

consulted while making adjustments to the layout of the railway to suit the 

transport hub.  

 
23 Harriet Gale, “Introducing Regional Rapid Rail,” Greater Auckland, August 17, 2017, accessed May 14, 2019, https://www.greaterauckland.org.nz/2017/08/17/introducing-regional-rapid-rail/ 
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Figure 3.3. Corridor for wellbeing proposal (Image by Auckland Council). 

 

Corridor for Wellbeing 

This scheme was prepared for the Auckland Council by board members and 

professionals to address the management of resources in the North Waikato 

corridor, which is a result of the improvement of the transport infrastructure 

between Auckland and Hamilton. The Corridor for Wellbeing proposes new 

alignments of the NIMT with State Highway 1 to facilitate the future 

establishment of a fast rail between the two cities. This results in the exclusion 

of Huntly and other towns on the current railway and instead proposes high 

capacity and frequency rapid transit to the metropolitan area of Hamilton, along 

with the expansion of Auckland’s current metro rails to service nearby towns 

such as Pokeno.24 Although this scheme did not contribute to the intercity rail 

aspect of this project, it presented fresh perspectives on the future development 

of the North Waikato, which was considered in the design scheme when 

adapting the building and transport infrastructure to cater for the transport hub. 

 

 

 

 
24 "A Summary of Shared Spatial Intent for the Hamilton- Auckland [H2A] Corridor," Waikato District Council, February 21, 2019, accessed June 5, 2019, 
https://wdcsitefinity.blob.core.windows.net/sitefinity-storage/docs/default-source/meetings/agendas-2019/190513-ccl-agenda-open.pdf?sfvrsn=d86b85c9_0 
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3.2 Secondary Functions 
 

Waikato Coalfields Museum 

The first supporting (secondary) function of this adaptive reuse is one that aids 

the building’s ability to establish itself as a ‘member’ of the community. It will 

do so by providing a permanent home to the Waikato Coalfields Museum. The 

museum has been occupying the Huntly Civic Centre since 2016 after losing its 

permanent residence due to the expenses needed to upkeep the building (see 

Figure 3.4).25  The Huntly Power Station is a fitting place for the museum 

because of the building’s history of coal burning. It would provide an 

opportunity for the public to access these culturally significant collections in a 

building that is contextually related to these pieces of history. The power station 

has abundant space for the museum’s items and more. Special displays would 

no longer require the storage of museum items to take place. Through 

assessment against a criterion of public occupancy needs, the suitable space for 

the museum in the Huntly Power Station building was assigned.  

 

 

 

 
25 Caitlin Wallace, “Coalfields Museum Set for Temporary Closure as it Progresses Plans for New Home,” Stuff, May 26, 2016, https://www.stuff.co.nz/waikato-times/news/80313642/coalfields-museum-
set-for-temporary-closure-as-it-progresses-plans-for-new-home. 

Figure 3.4. The past, current and proposed location of the Huntly Mining 

Culture Museum (Diagram by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 3.5. Exteriors of the past, current and proposed Waikato Coalfields Museum (Diagram by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

Figure 3.6. Interiors of the past, current and proposed Waikato Coalfields Museum (Diagram by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Commercial/Retail Centre 

The other supporting functions would be mainly commercial and retail. This 

would help the financial viability of the project by providing leasable space 

while also adding convenient amenities to support the train station programme. 

Paired together, this would make the building one of high cultural and 

commercial interest. By examining the travel times and urban centres within a 

100km radius of Huntly, the feasibility and allocation of these spaces were 

assessed. Other amenities, such as indoor recreation spaces, were also 

considered due to the abundant space to work with, especially in the turbine hall.  

 

 

 

 

           

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7. Shows the proximities of neighbouring towns using Huntly 

as their Shopping Centre (Diagram by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 3.8. Map highlighting department stores in the Auckland, North Waikato and Hamilton region with Huntly boundaries patched in red (Diagram by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 3.9. Colour coded allocated areas for new programme (Diagram by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 3.10. Schematic of the transportation systems of different areas to the Transport Hub facilities (Diagram by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

 

3.3 Programme Access 
 

This section explored the current transport infrastructure in Huntly and will be 

used to add the infrastructure needed for these functions to operate efficiently. 

Understanding the transport infrastructure in the area (explored in the context 

research) helped develop means of travel for the locals and wider communities 

to access the facilities of the transport hub. These transport routes and systems 

are in accordance with the programme choices. Figure 3.10 shows the strategical 

arrangement of the chosen programmes according to their proximities, users and 

transport systems, all improving the accessibility of these functions. For 

example, pedestrian access was the primary focus locally (in Huntly), hence the 

improvement of routes to ease walkability to the transport hub and ensure 

accessibility of recreation and other facilities used by the communities.  

 

 

          

               AKL                                                                                                                                          HUNTLY                                                           HLZ 
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4.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

 

This literature review explores the topic of adaptive reuse as an architectural 

treatment for buildings fallen out of use. Firstly, it seeks to explore the 

relationship between architectural heritage treatment and sustainability issues 

associated with adaptive reuse based on existing practices in architectural 

conservation. In addition, this section draws on discussions about the role of 

existing design guidelines to promote the sustainable adaptation of places of 

heritage value. Finally, the review advances suggestions for development of 

sustainable practices in the field of adaptive reuse and heritage architecture. 

 

4.1 Adaptive Re-use 
 

Adaptive re-use is the term used in Architecture to describe an alternative usage 

of a building or site that differs from what the latter was originally intended 

for.26  In this project’s case, it is the conversion of the Huntly Power Station into 

a transport hub. While it may seem to be solely a function-related topic, adaptive 

reuse sits under an umbrella of other practices in Architecture that warrants  

 
26 “Adaptive Re-use,” Wikipedia, accessed August 20, 2019, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adaptive_reuse.  
27 Justine Clark et al, “Adaptive reuse of industrial heritage: opportunities & challenges” 
(Melbourne: Heritage Council of Victoria, 2013), available at 
http://heritagecouncil.vic.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/HV_IPAWsinglepgs.pdf. 

u 

 

serious consideration for a successful execution. The ones that were addressed 

in this project are heritage conservation and sustainability in heritage 

architecture. The correlation between these two is a topic that is often discussed 

in adaptive reuse works for the challenges posed when fused. Readapting an 

existing building to efficiently and sustainably perform its new function while 

simultaneously retaining its heritage facet, often consisting of outdated 

technologies and inefficient fabrics, is a challenge faced by architects taking on 

adaptive reuse works. As challenging as it may be, it is vital to explore the full 

potential of a building prematurely becoming redundant. In an issue on adaptive 

reuse of industrial heritage prepared by the Heritage Council of Victoria 

(Australia), the revitalization of redundant buildings is considered as a remedial 

process within which these particular buildings are reconnected with their 

community through new usefulness.27  It is only considered remedial as it repairs 

the broken bonds between the community and the building, which was either 

caused by redundancy or social alienation due to the non-public nature of 

industrial buildings such as the Huntly Power Station. The issue also describes 

adaptive reuse interventions, especially for industrial buildings, as an 
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intermediary solution and not the final stage of the building’s lifecycle. 

According to Clark et al, an industrial building’s final function would be that of 

a museum when the building has achieved its full potential and is fully 

recognised for its architectural heritage. 28  However, in order to reach this 

potential, it needs an alternate use that keeps it active in the community, hence 

preventing the building from neglect caused by redundancy. Although, there are 

exceptions. The Tate Modern, which was used as an adaptive reuse precedent in 

this project, jumped from being a power station (Bankside Power Station) 

directly to being a museum after a hiatus period of 19 years.29 Its desirable urban 

location, on the bank of the River Thames, and its iconic status could be a reason 

for its direct transition to a museum. The building possessed enough 

architectural heritage as well as being in a well-frequented area of London to be 

of great cultural significance to the locals. The same is not true for the Huntly 

Power Station, as its remote and private location has disconnected it from the 

small community of Huntly. Adaptive reuse may be what reconnects the 

building to its community and sets it up for the future in terms of recognition.  

Another question that arises from this topic of adaptive reuse is how these 

buildings are to be approached architecturally. In Cramer and Breitling’s 

Architecture in Existing Fabric, Cramer speaks of the treatment of architecture 

‘within existing built context’.30 The latter insists that architectural interventions 

for existing built structures are to be addressed in the same way as new 

architecture responds to its surroundings.31 A thorough understanding of the 

site, the building’s structure, historical values and cultural significance is 

required to adequately respond to the challenge adaptive reuse poses. The 

intervention is not necessarily an overhaul but a continuation and enhancement 

of the original; therefore, a thorough understanding of the existing built structure 

is a requirement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
28 Clark et al, “Adaptive reuse of industrial heritage: opportunities & challenges.” 
29 Rowan Moore, Building Tate Modern: Herzog and De Meuron with Giles Gilbert Scott (London: 
Tate Gallery, 2000), 8. 
30 Johannes Cramer and Stefan Breitling, Architecture in Existing Fabric: Planning, Design and 
Building (Basel: De Gruyter, 2012), 10. 

 

 

31 Cramer and Breitling, Architecture in Existing Fabric, 10. 
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4.2 Architectural Heritage 
 

What is Heritage? Referring to the Oxford English Dictionary, the word 

‘heritage’ is described simply as “anything that is or may be inherited”.32  That 

can refer to both the tangible and intangible ‘things’ of historical and/or 

sentimental significance that are passed down through generations. In the text 

Cultural Heritage and Human Rights, author William Logan discusses the 

difficulties of heritage management and describes how heritage is often 

confused with history. He maintains that heritage is a meticulous selection of 

historic and valued practices (or things) that are conserved to their ‘authentic 

conditions’ to benefit the inheritors. 33   Although Logan’s chapter is more 

focused on the intangible, it nods at the tangible for reference. When discussing 

heritage within the context of architecture, the same is applicable. In New 

Zealand, Heritage NZ is the body responsible for adding to and maintaining the 

records of heritage matters. Buildings that are identified as  

 

 

having high cultural significance are assessed and, if selected, they are put on 

the list of historic places.34 Being on the list means that these buildings are 

considered to be tangible ‘things’ of heritage and are protected as such.    

 Delving deeper into the topic of architectural heritage and its relevance in the 

twenty-first century, the text Integrated Heritage Management, addresses the 

importance of built heritage in our fast-evolving societies. 35    People and 

communities are drawn by a need to interact with their past to prevent loss of 

identity, and heritage buildings allow them to do so. These heritage 

environments also prove to be of economic value as they also draw outsiders 

wanting to experience another’s culture. It is a means of making these buildings 

self-sufficient by generating income for their upkeep, but this can also result as 

an adverse effect - alienation - hence why guidelines are put in place by local 

authorities to counter this.  

 

 

 
32 Dorling Kindersley Inc., “Heritage,” in DK Illustrated Oxford Dictionary, rev ed. (London: Oxford 

University Press, 1998), 381.  
33  William S. Logan, “Closing Pandora’s Box: Human Rights Conundrums in Cultural Heritage 
Protection,” in Cultural Heritage and Human Rights, eds.  Helaine Silverman and D. Fairchild 
Ruggles (New York: Springer, 2007), 34. 

 

34  “Nominate a Historic Place,” Heritage New Zealand, accessed February 12, 2019, 
https://www.heritage.org.nz/the-
list/~/link.aspx?_id=D39F7C252136451299EF7E9834F4A55F&_z=z. 
35 Colin Michael Hall and Simon McArthur, Integrated Heritage Management: Principles and 

Practice (London: Stationery Office Books, 1998).  
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4.3 Architectural Conservation Theories 
 

The intervention to the Huntly Power station had to be looked at through a 

conservation lens due to the unique industrial qualities the building possesses, 

which are part of New Zealand’s industrial heritage. This will be addressed by 

looking at the existing theoretical position on building conservation. Nineteenth 

century conservation theorists John Ruskin and Eugene Emmanuel Viollet-le-

Duc offered two different perspectives on the conservation of architectural 

heritage. In his acclaimed text, The Seven Lamps of Architecture, John Ruskin 

discusses the importance of material authenticity in architecture. The author 

describes the lack of material honesty as a “violation of truth”.  His appreciation 

for material honesty widely influenced his approach to architectural 

conservation. In the text, he professed his commitment to a conservation 

approach that respected the patina for material aging through natural 

occurrences.36 His approach is described by art historian Alois Riegl, in his text 

The Modern Cult of Monuments, as one promoting age-value, therefore 

supporting the display of “imperfections” and “lack of completeness” which 

offer a very honest depiction of a building’s history. Riegl also mentions le-

Duc’s approach to conservation and describes it as one that endorses historical- 

 
36 John Ruskin, The Seven Lamps of Architecture (London: Smith, Elder & Co.,1849), 251. 
37 Alois Riegl, The Modern Cult of Monuments: Its Character and Origin,” trans. Kurt Forster and 
Diane Ghirardo, ed. Michael Hays (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1998), 621-651.  
38 Sebastiano Barassi, “The Modern Cult of Replicas: A Rieglian Analysis of Values in Replication,” 
Tate Papers, no. 8 (2007),  

d 

value.37  In an article “The Modern Cult of Replicas”, the author Sebastiano  

Barassi discusses the ‘Rieglian’ analysis of le-Duc’s theories in terms of the 

“documentary” values it offers and the opportunity to experience a building in 

its new state. 38 Barassi’s 21st-century interpretation, if not contextualised, 

slightly differs to the statements made by le-Duc himself in his text Dictionnaire 

Raisonné de L’Architecture. The latter maintains that “to restore an edifice is 

not to maintain it, repair or rebuild it but to re-establish in a complete state that 

may never have existed at a particular moment.” 39   Another position that 

concerns this project is the one of architect William Morris and his anti-scrape 

approach. Very much like the ‘Ruskinian’ approach, Morris values the signs of 

age shown by buildings, but his theory allows for preservation through 

contemporary techniques provided that the latter is not intrusive and damaging 

to the original fabric of the building. 40  This suggests that his position on 

architectural conservation is lenient enough and may have allowed for 

functional restructuring, in the shape of adaptive reuse, to conserve the building 

concerned. By way of contrast, the ‘Ruskinian’ approach favours the 

deterioration of a building, allowing most of the building elements to disappear 

https://www.tate.org.uk/research/publications/tate-papers/08/the-modern-cult-of-replicas-a-
rieglian-analysis-of-values-in-replication. 
39 Eugène Viollet-le-Duc, Dictionnaire Raisonné de L’Architecture Française du xie au xvie Siècle, 
rev. ed. (Paris: Morel & Cie, 1875), 14. 
40 “Morris as Preservationist,” University of Maryland, accessed October 28, 2018, 
http://www.lib.umd.edu/williammorris/morris-as-preservationist. 
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for the sake of absolute authenticity. The latter is not necessarily relevant to this 

project as the intention of adapting the Huntly Power Station to new use is 

specifically for the upkeep of the building. Although, the respect for what is 

authentic can be of value in the design development, William Morris’ views on 

conservation adhere better to the aim of this project. 

 

4.4 Sustainability  
 

The definition of sustainability in the design field is often taken from the World 

Commission on Environment and Development in the report Our Common 

Future. It ultimately describes sustainability as the management of resources to 

prevent exhaustion and disabling future generations in the process.41 American 

sustainability architect William McDonough co-wrote a document called the 

Hannover Principles which consists of guidelines for architects and designers to 

achieve sustainable design. The first two principles in this rule-book “insist on 

the right of humanity and nature to co-exist” and the “interdependence” that 

exists between artifice and nature.  

 
41 G. Harlem, Brundtland, Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development: Our 
Common Future (New York: United Nations, 1987) 16. 
42 William McDonough, “The Hannover Principles: Design for Sustainability,” McDonough.com, 
accessed September 10, 2018, http://www.mcdonough.com/wp-
content/uploads/2013/03/Hannover-Principles-1992.pdf. 
43 Carl Elefante, "The Greenest Building Is... One That Is Already Built," Forum Journal 27, no. 1 
(2012): 62. 

Such interdependence also exists in the manufacturing process of building 

elements and architecture. The fifth and sixth principles consist of statements 

about the quality of resources and lifecycles being of utmost importance for 

sustainability. Here, the notion of creating buildings with “long-term value” and 

“optimizing the full life-cycle” are the main pillars.42  

“The greenest building is one that is already built.” – Carl Elefante.43 

 

The abovementioned quote is the title an article by Carl Elefante in Forum 

Journal published by National Trust for Historic Preservation. Sustainability is 

an important feature in contemporary architecture, yet it does not always find 

itself part of the same conversation as architectural heritage. Architectural 

conservation scholar Rob Pickard describes the process of conserving 

architectural heritage as not only protecting but enhancing the environment in 

those buildings. This involves the use of contemporary methods to extend their 

lifecycle.44 

 

44  Rob Pickard, “European heritage laws and planning regulations: integration, 
regeneration and sustainable development” in Cultural Heritage and Legal Aspects in 
Europe, ed. Mitja Guštin and Terje Nypan (Slovenija: University of Primorska, 2010), 60. 
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4.5 Legislation and Guidelines 
 

The Madrid Document provides information about different approaches to 

conserving twentieth-century architectural heritage and declares that there is an 

“obligation to conserve the heritage of the twentieth- century and the previous 

eras”.45 Architecture has a main role to play in the respect for, and conservation 

of heritage, whether  it is national or considered by UNESCO as a human 

heritage. Cultural significance is another point covered by the Madrid 

Document. It declares that if the cultural significance of an area cannot be 

maintained through a moment of transition, it is important to manage the change 

of use. The latter, it is claimed, can be achieved through acknowledgement that, 

through time, the purpose of an area changes. The transition should not be 

sudden but composed and guided to reduce “adverse impact”.46   

 

k 

Moreover, the Madrid Document was produced by ICOMOS, which is the 

acronym for International Council on Monuments and Sites. It is a non-

governmental organization that globally contributes, with its team of architects, 

historians, archaeologists, engineers, art historians, geographers, 

anthropologists and town planners, to the preservation of artefacts and buildings 

worldwide. ICOMOS is founded on a belief that heritage, for example in 

Europe, gives the people and therefore society the conscious belief of their 

common past and this helps communities to look forward into their 

preconceived future. Therefore, architectural heritage must be considered as one 

of the key aspects for communities and countries. 47  Fundamentally, the Madrid 

Document underlines the importance of giving meaning to heritage areas for 

new generations so that the comprehension of the past can benefit their future.48  

 

 

 

 

 
45  “Madrid Document: Approaches for the Conservation of Twentieth-century Architectural 
Heritage,” Icomos, accessed October 2, 2018, https://www.icomos-isc20c.org. 
46 Icomos, “Madrid Document.” 

 

 

 

47 “The Declaration of Amsterdam - 1975 - International Council on Monuments and Sites,” 
Icomos,  accessed March 23, 2018, https://www.icomos.org/en/charters-and-texts/179-
articlesen-francais/ressources/charters-and-standards/169-the-declaration-of-amsterdam#.  
48 Icomos, “Madrid Document.” 

https://www.icomos.org/en/charters-and-texts/179-articles-
https://www.icomos.org/en/charters-and-texts/179-articles-
https://www.icomos.org/en/charters-and-texts/179-articles-
https://www.icomos.org/en/charters-and-texts/179-articles-
https://www.icomos.org/en/charters-and-texts/179-articles-
https://www.icomos.org/en/charters-and-texts/179-articles-
https://www.icomos.org/en/charters-and-texts/179-articles-
https://www.icomos.org/en/charters-and-texts/179-articles-
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4.6 Literature Review Outcome 
 

The literature review has clarified the positions on architectural conservation 

and sustainability with adaptive reuse. However, there are inconsistencies in 

some of the conservation guidelines, such as those of ICOMOS, concerning 

sustainability in heritage architecture. Although this project scope does not limit 

itself to following heritage architecture as a whole, some of its traits will be 

applied to ensure the place of heritage in the community. The issue is that the 

majority of research and support for sustainability by the ICOMOS has been  

f 

 

 

 

y 

concerned with tourism rather than efficient architecture. For example, there are 

many papers that analyse the development of historical buildings that are 

sustained by tourism, but there is far less information about how this venture 

can be locally sustained.49  To date, there has been a significant amount of 

research into sustainable development, but no systematic review of catalytic 

development that is locally sustained. So, the aim of the present research is to 

examine existing literature that supports the idea of sustainable development 

through adaptive reuse to develop a systematic approach to the design 

intervention presented at the end of this project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
49  Icomos, “Charter for the Conservation of Historic Towns and Urban Areas,” Icomos.org, 
accessed October 2, 2018, https://www.icomos.org/charters/charters.pdf. 
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5.0 PRECEDENT REVIEW  
 
The buildings examined in this section are a collection of local and international 

buildings that have undergone an act of revitalization at least once in their 

lifetime. They share different traits of conservation and sustainability employed 

in different ways to achieve their goals. For example, the street-like qualities 

possessed by the Tate Modern’s turbine hall were elevated to create a space 

within which the new function co-exists harmoniously with the old fabric. These 

buildings demonstrated that the ability of turning retired spaces into new 

sustainable ones would be beneficial to the outcome of this project. The 

approaches to conservation, sustainability and adaptive reuse, which were 

thoroughly discussed in the literature review, were used to examine each of the 

works below. 

 

 

5.1 Industrial Building: Tate Modern  
 

Architect: Herzog & de Meuron 

Location: London, England 

Year: 2000 

  

Formerly known as Bankside Power Station, the Tate Modern is a repurposed 

old power plant. It is located on the south bank of the River Thames in London 

and currently serves as a Modern Art Gallery. The Tate is one of the earliest 

examples of repurposed power plants with minimal intervention. Herzog & de 

Meuron’s approach to conservation for this building has been praised for its 

conservative effort, with architecture critic Rowan Moore being one of the 

admirers. 

 

“Rather than obliterate the qualities of the industrial building that initially attracted the Tate, they would heighten them.”50 – Rowan Moore. 

 
50 Moore, Building Tate Modern, 19. 
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This is particularly noticeable in figure 5 where the full height of the turbine 

room from the building’s previous use survived the revamping and is used on 

the same scale as it was when the building was operating as a power station. 

Moreover, symmetry was an issue brought up by the architect during the 

alterations (see figure 5.4). Because of the building’s “heavy” symmetrical 

properties, it was hard to create new spaces without “destroying” it. Inserting 

new architectural elements, such as the ramp shown in figure 5.2, helped soften 

this symmetry without completely obliterating the latter. 51  This precedent 

shares several similarities with the building chosen for this project. Both have 

served as power stations and are non-listed buildings. The conservative 

approach adopted by Herzog & de Meuron influenced the treatment of the 

Huntly Power Station in this project, especially when dealing with the interior 

space of the turbine hall due to similar vertical spaces and the strong 

symmetrical nature of power station buildings. 

 

 
51 Moore, Building Tate Modern, 19. 

Figure 5. Shows the augmented verticality of the turbine hall after the 

intervention (Image by The Wub). 

 

Figure 5.1. Original fabric of the Tate remains untouched with the subtle addition of the glass 

penthouse (Image by Time Out). 
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Figure 5.2. Shows the break of symmetry in the layout of the ramp and stairs (Image by 

Strawdogs). 
Figure 5.3. Sketch of ramp idea inside the Huntly Power Station's turbine hall linking to 

upper auxiliary floors (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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 Figure 5.4. Internal bays offset from centre to balance the existing symmetry and addition (Diagram by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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5.2 Verticality: The Selexyz Dominicanen Bookstore  
 

Architect: Merkx + Girod Architects 

Location: Maastricht, Netherlands. 

Year: 2005 

Previously known as the Dominican Church of Maastricht, this building has served different 

purposes during its lifetime and is currently being used as a bookstore.52 This precedent is 

an example of efficient use of vertical space without overwhelmingly masking the original 

qualities of the building. The architect made use of light and modern contrasting material 

and construction for the addition of multilevel bookshelves to the ex-church. The placement 

of the bookshelves had to be strategic in order to prevent negative effects on the attributes of 

the gothic church which is abundant in verticality (see Figure 5.8). The three-storey 

bookshelves platform is placed asymmetrically in between the nave and the aisle, occupying 

most of the latter and almost half of the nave space. The vertical structural elements and 

other parts of this new construction that obstruct the view to the nave (e.g., the bookshelves) 

were recessed back to occupy only a quarter of the nave space leaving the floor cantilevering 

over in the nave’s vertical space. This allows for a clear line of sight to the apse through the 

nave at any level (see Figure 5.6).   

 

 

 
52 “Selexyz Dominicanen Maastricht,” Merkx-girod, accessed October 23, 2018. http://merkx-girod.nl/en/projects/retail/shops/selexyz-bookstore/dominicanen-maastricht 

Figure 5.5. Plan of the building with the addition of the contemporary 

elements, the shelving structure. 

 

Figure 5.5. Plan of the building with the addition of the contemporary 

elements, the shelving structure (Image by SATIJNplus Architecten). 
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Figure 5.6. First floor of new structure 
overlooking the nave of the old church 

(Image by Petr Smidek). 

 

The additions are also non-dependent on the existing building for support (apart 

from the floor) as the new floor plates and furniture often wrap around and stand 

at a distance from the original building elements, leaving most of the building 

undefiled (see Figure 5.7). On top of the existing contrast present in the material 

choice of the new, this distance helps widen the threshold between the old and 

the new. It gives the existing architectural elements breathing space allowing 

them to impose their character through the workmanship, textures and size. In a 

similar manner, these conversations between old and new were implemented in 

the design response to create clear boundaries between the existing fabric and 

the additions.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8. The treatment of vertical space inside the 

nave. One aisle was sacrificed in order to preserve the 

experiences in the other parts of the building (Diagram 

by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

 

Figure 5.7: Picture shows the 3rd level of the bookcase enabling 

occupants to experience the details on the capital, vaults and pointed 

arches (Image by Roos Aldershoff). 
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5.3 Industrial Building: Innovation Powerhouse  
 

Architect: Atelier Van Berlo 

Location: Eindhoven, Netherlands. 

Year: 2018 

 

Innovation Powerhouse is an old Phillips power plant repurposed into 

a multi-tenanted office building in Eindhoven, Netherlands. The 

building showcases skilful adaptive reuse while conserving the 

building’s aged industrial look with effective use of material contrast 

to distinguish the new from the old. The alterations made to the 

building’s structure are left unconcealed as statements, clearly 

showing the building’s ability to adapt to its new function without 

losing the ability to tell its past. Sections of the roof were opened to 

insert skylights that help with carrying daylight through the vertical 

shaft, lighting up transition spaces and making the atmosphere 

livelier.  

 

Additions made to the building’s external fabric also improve the 

liveability of the office floor levels. This was achieved by creating 

steel-framed balconies which borrowed the shape of the structural 

frame of the boiler house. Although it can be deceiving from the 

exterior, the interior’s exposed existing concrete and steel structures reveal the true 

structural nature of the boiler houses. These balconies are accessed through each upper 

floor level and offer relief to the indoor staircase and the elevator movement through 

the exterior option of a staircase.  

Figure 5.9. Transition spaces inside flanked by multi-occupancy offices (Image by 

Architizer). 
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 Figure 5.10. Red highlights the addition to the Innovation Powerhouse and influence on the Huntly Power Station treatment (Diagram by Jean Damien 

Ramtano). 
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Figure 5.13. Crack in plastered wall left 

exposed (Photo by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

 

Figure 5.11. Closed off entry uncovered 

(Photo by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

 

Figure 5.12. Contrast between old and 

new (Photo by Jean Damien Ramtano).  

 

5.4 New Zealand Example: Imperial Buildings  
 

Architect: Fearon Hay 

Location: Auckland, New Zealand. 

Date: 2011 

 

The Imperial Buildings is a twentieth-century century Edwardian building 

located in Auckland’s CBD. The building had been altered several times to suit 

different occupancy. The building underwent a complete makeover in 2010 after 

being acquired by developers Phillimore Properties. The assigned architect, 

Fearon Hay, took what was considered an economically unsuccessful building 

in the heart of the city and transitioned it to a more contemporary setting while 

celebrating its past. Traces of age can be seen throughout the building, 

accentuated by the contrasting new elements that help tell the building’s story. 
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The figure below (Figure 5.14) is a scheme that represents the nature of the 

intervention. The north side of the building (blue) was the only part of the 

Imperial Building that was listed as architectural heritage; therefore, the 

architects only considered minimal alterations. Moving to the southern end of 

the buildings, which is not listed, the architect took more liberties in adding and 

removing building elements that formed part of the original fabric. This could 

also be interpreted as fewer changes being made to the part of the building that 

was more familiar to the community, and the opposite is true for the more 

secluded part on Fort Lane. This is an approach that is worth mentioning in the 

project as it could be a useful tool in manipulating the building fabric to remain 

a ‘familiar face’ in its community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.14. Ground floor is used to explain the nature of the intervention. A gradient is used to show the amount of 

changes on each side corresponding with its familiarity with the community (Diagram by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 5.15. Section of the train station after revitalization (Image by AREP Group). Figure 5.16. Shows green courtyard in front of the station pedestrian 
flow into a proposed station extension (Image by Pierre Gautier 

Architecture).   

5.5 Train Station: Gare de Strasbourg Addition  
 

Architect: Jean-Marie Duthilleul 

Location: Strasbourg, France. 

Year: 2007 

The Strasbourg station is a train station built between 1878 and 1883 and 

designed by German architect Johann Eduard Jacobsthal. In 2006, with the 

arrival of TGV, the Neo-Renaissance building required expansion to help with 

the growing number of passengers using the station. French architect Jean-Marie 

Duthilleul was responsible for the alteration of the heritage building that was 

completed in 2007. The alteration consisted of an enlargement of the floor area 

of the station by borrowing land from the street frontage. A canopy was built 

around the street-facing façade, providing the station with increased sheltered 

waiting area. By borrowing the existing pedestrian and some road area for this 

expansion, the entire foot and vehicular access to the Strasbourg station had to 

be restructured. The tramway which once existed at surface level went 

underground, along with other services such as parking and street-crossing 

methods. An urban plaza built across the street with unobstructed underground 

access to both the tram and station provided the station with an alternative 

outdoor waiting area.
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The design intent of the canopy was ultimately to provide sheltered areas in front 

of the existing building, but it also provided shelter for this historic façade of 

Strasbourg. It protects the façade from direct sun, rain and wind, which 

undoubtedly increases the lifespan of the façade. It is a practice generally 

accepted in building conservation as a method of retaining the cultural 

significance contained in a building.53 With a glazed façade shaped as a ‘water 

drop’, as the architect calls it, the intention was to provide a see-through screen 

though which the existing fabric could be viewed and enjoyed from the outside. 

The architect’s vision shown in figure 5.17 widely differs from what the 

building offered when realised. The sustainability issues related to making the 

new space comfortable for the occupants affected how the enveloped performed 

visually. For example, the reflectivity of the glass was increased to prevent the 

space under the canopy from overheating in summer; consequently, this 

obscured the sight of the building behind thus negatively impacting the latter’s 

heritage functions (see Figure 5.18). This example informed the design outcome 

in terms of adverse effects of new façades and other architectural elements that 

could blur the existing building’s heritage qualities. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
53 “Icomos NZ Charter,” Icomos, accessed on July 9, 2019, https://icomos.org.nz/charters/. 

Figure 5.17. Shows artistic representation of then proposed addition (Image by CREP). Figure 5.18. Street elevation of the new canopy after construction (Image by Architext 

Association).  
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5.6 Precedent Outcome 
 

The study of precedents revealed a variety of design solutions to the different 

existing fabrics. The scale of intervention was related to the context of the 

building and in accordance with the conservation theories outlined in the 

literature review. The study also highlighted other features such as the 

meticulous use of material textures and colours to offer contrast in order to 

distinguish the intervention from the existing building. The latter feature was 

present in all five of the precedents explored in this section; such consistency in 

the treatments suggested that this feature was a common practice in adaptive 

reuse and was tested in the design outcome. Moreover, this study showed that 

the careful management of resources is needed to avoid unwanted/unplanned 

effects, as seen in the canopy addition to the Gare de Strasbourg. On the other 

hand, the Imperial Building served as a local example of effective adaptive reuse 

in terms of efficient use of the existing structures making use of the full lifecycle 

it has to offer. Finally, the Innovative Powerhouse demonstrated the use of 

sustainable design alterations to activate old spaces to suit new programmes with  

 

 

s 

minimal impact to the heritage fabric of the building. Overall, this exercise 

informed this project of the accepted practices in a range of adaptive reuse and 

alteration projects, from industrial buildings to buildings that share the 

programme of this project. 

This exercise resulted in an inventory of tools that were used in the design 

development to tackle design challenges that arose. Some of these tools are: 

- Material and technological contrast to sharpen threshold between new 

and old (all precedents). 

- Intelligent and efficient planning of existing space to suit new 

programme (Tate Modern). 

- Intervention gradients applied to different levels of exposure (Imperial 

Building). 

- Alter to enhance. E.g. vertical and horizontal voids (The Selexyz 

Dominicanen Bookstore and Tate Modern). 

- Change to suit. Render more sustainable (Innovation Powerhouse) 
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6.0 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 
 

This section comprises of five design trials wherein the design insights 

generated from the previous four sections (section 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0) of this 

project are brought together to synthesise design ideas that reflect the research 

conducted. While the first design trial consists mainly of conceptual ideas while 

the other four entail refinement and contextualised solutions/additions to the 

previous design outcome. They also respond to realistic design challenges that 

arise in architectural practice such as economic viability of ideas and solutions. 

Each design trial was of equal importance in reaching a final design that is 

representative of the research question.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Sketch of the Huntly Power Station (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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6.1 Design Trial 1: Concepts Exploration 
 

The first part of this design development comprises an understanding of the 

building’s attributes relative to different types of alteration. This exercise uses 

theories from Francoise Bollack’s Old Form, New Buildings and other 

alteration/additions methods in adaptive reuse to provide a range of possible 

outcomes that also suggested the likelihood or unlikelihood of additions to the 

current building (see Figure 6.1).54 This exercise was purposely carried out prior 

to most contextual research (excluding the architectural analysis of the building) 

in order to focus on the building itself and explore the effect of each method on 

the existing fabric. Although there was a lack of context to these iterations, they 

were hardly blue-sky concepts as the findings from the literature review suggest 

that adaptive reuse happens within the context of an existing building. An 

alteration/addition must adapt to a built atmosphere in the same way that a 

building must adapt to its environment.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
54  Françoise Astorg Bollack, Old Buildings, New Forms: New Directions in Architectural 
Transformations (USA: Monacelli Press, 2013). 

Figure 6.1. Bollack's theoretical treatment to addition sketches (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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6.1.1 Collocation 

 

Known as ‘juxtaposition’ in Bollack’s text, this type of alteration consists of an 

addition to an existing building that benefits the overall functional or design 

scheme.55 The addition does not operate as an independent entity, often relying 

on the existing building for operational needs such as access. Moreover, Bollack 

highlights the necessity of clear contrasts that identify the new and the old, 

whether they are pronounced visual boundaries or ‘distinct styles’ that differ 

from the original.56 

This addition, close to the boiler house on the south west side of the site, 

provides support for occupancy behind the boiler houses while also activating 

the space around the chimneys. This addition takes on a design language that 

modifies the uniformity of the boiler houses (placement, shapes and angles) 

while also varying the materiality and technology.   

 

 

 

 

 
55 Bollack, Old Buildings, New Forms, 141. 

 

 

Figure 6.2. Bollack's ’juxtaposition’ treatment 

(Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 6.3. Left: Sketch of juxtaposing building. Right: Eastern street elevation (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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6.1.2 Stack 

 

The stack typology is one of parasitical traits. This addition attaches itself to the 

existing building, in this case on top of (hence why the stack), to serve its new 

or renewed function which it was initially not designed for. It is heavily reliant 

on the existing building to provide vital functions such as access and structural 

integrity therefore the stack addition is unable to perform as a building on its 

own.57 

  

This example aims to create new occupiable space on top of the auxiliary bay 

that also creates new links between the boiler house and the turbine hall. The 

stack also borrows the idea of offsetting placement from the centre to soften the 

symmetry of the building, a technique used in the Tate Modern penthouse 

addition. 

 
57 Bollack, Old Buildings, New Forms, 65. 

Figure 6.4. Bollack's stack intervention (Drawing by Jean 

Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 6.5. Huntly Power Station after stack addition (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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6.1.3 Stripping-back 

 

The concept of stripping back stems from the process of the removal of building 

elements that are no longer salvageable and hinder the possibility for new works. 

In the text On Altering Architecture Fred Scott widens the meaning of stripping 

back in adaptive re-use. The author likens the process to that of an architect 

uncovering layers that accumulated over time due to different occupancies to 

better comprehend the nature of the building in its original state and the reason 

behind the addition of the layers that were removed. 58 

 

In this scenario, boiler houses 2 and 3 are stripped to their bare structures and 

the skin is replaced with a transparent membrane. This action reveals the true 

nature of the boiler house which originally appears to be monolithic with large 

surfaces and small openings. The stripping-back also provides new 

opportunities for the boiler house to serve different function and occupancy due 

to now abundant daylighting.  

 

 

 

 
58 Fred Scott, On Altering Architecture (London: Routledge, 2008) p108. 

Figure 6.6. Stripping-back treatment (Drawing by Jean Damien 

Ramtano). 
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Figure 6.7. Huntly Power Station after stripping-back intervention (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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6.1.4 Sculpture 

 

This concept responds to the semi-permanent building that exists in front of 

the turbine hall and its salvageability. The structure is currently utilised as a 

cooling tower servicing the machines in the turbine hall. Instead of 

interpreting the structure as one that is inhabitable, this iteration focusses on 

activating the space around it, directly in the frontage of the main building. 

Reimagining this space as a plaza requires elements that will attract 

occupation. The sculpture concept is experimented with in this trial. Using the 

building’s material as scraps, sculptures of cultural significance (e.g., waka) 

are erected in place of the cooling tower. This touches upon the idea of the 

bricoleur’s view of adaptive reuse by recycling an old structure.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.6. Sculpture treatment (Drawing by Jean 

Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 6.9. Huntly Power Station after sculpture treatment (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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6.1.5 Design Trial Outcome 

 

Having successfully achieved their purpose, the iterations were measured and critiqued against the context research and selected programme to provide a critical 

reflection on their feasibility.  

 

- Collocation 

The first iteration was designed using Bollack’s idea of juxtaposition 

alterations. The idea of varied and more contemporary use of material and 

technology while rediscovering the original design moves of the Huntly 

Power Station worked successfully with the collocation iteration. The 

alteration conversates in an orderly manner with the existing building, 

without being entirely dependent on the latter. Its location not only creates 

a desire for occupancy around the stacks, but also, when viewed in 

elevation, softens the symmetrical properties of the existing buildings. 

Nonetheless, the added building requires a programme justification as it is 

a whole new entity and the Huntly Power Station already has plenty of space 

to be readapted. This makes the collocation iteration an unlikely candidate 

unless there is a need for additional space.  

 

- Stack 

This iteration is a popular alteration used by Herzog & de Meuron 

(penthouse level on the Tate Modern and crown addition to the 

Elbphilharmonie, Hamburg). Although it seems to be an effective way to 

maximise the space above the corridor (auxiliary bay) without affecting the 

Huntly Power Station’s footprint, the obstruction it creates on the existing 

fabric consequently affects the liveability of the space behind the surfaces it 

blocks. The stack also carries the same flaw as the collocation iteration - 

unnecessary additions unless justification is found. 

- Stripping-back 

The stripping-back iterations opened a new dimension for the boiler house 

and how this method could apply to the other buildings undergoing 

alteration. The boiler house, reimagined, redefines the space it originally 

contained without altering its structural make-up so much that the building 
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Figure 6.10. Site Plan shows the different treatment all operating in one scheme (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

is unrecognizable. Instead, it provides the opportunity to reveal what lies 

beneath the skin of the building. This new experience of the building, which 

involves visual and even physical interaction with the structure, could be 

looked at, subjectively, as a method of bridging the gap between the 

building and the community. Moreover, this alteration can also be 

considered as a reinterpretation of Innovation Powerhouse’s multi-level 

balconies alteration discussed in the precedents (section 5.3). 

- Sculpture 

The last iteration happens to be one that could be the finishing touches 

required to activated different part of the site, mainly plazas and other open 

communal outdoor spaces. Interactive and/or relatable sculptures could 

make sure that these outdoor spaces are cherished by its community. 
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6.2 Design Trial 2: Designing with Context 
 

After the first design exercise, this design project was at a stage where a 

resolution for the primary function was required before a decision on forms and 

space allocation could be addressed. The first context-related design problem 

involved in connecting the building to existing transport routes was crucial to 

the functional development. Several aspects, such as the future of the railway 

network and the effect on the town’s urban fabric, needed evaluating before 

being accommodated by the building’s design scheme. 

 

Due to the power station being on the west side of the Waikato River and the existing railway (NIMT) on the opposite side, alternative routes had to be explored for the 

implementation of the primary programme - the transport hub.  

s

1. The first route explored consisted of a diversion of the NIMT 

northbound of the power station in Rangiriri west where the railway 

crosses the Waikato River through an existing bridge that would need 

to be restructured. This alternative requires the most changes as new 

railway tracks would need to be laid on private properties creating its 

own complications. Despite being intrusive on the west side of the river, 

the removal of the NIMT on the east side in Huntly would free up big 

sections of land which would enable the much-needed restructuring of 

the Great South Road, something comparable to the 2005 Huntly 

internal bypass, which saw the resurgence of the Huntly town centre.59  

 
59 Elizabeth Binning, “Motorists get Quicker Route through Huntly,” NZ Herald, May 26, 2003, 
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=3504071.  

2. The other alternative is a smaller diversion of the NIMT to Huntly West 

crossing the Waikato River though a proposed bridge starting at 

Huntly’s redundant I-site. The bridge, which also exists in the previous 

alternative as a footbridge, would have to be a dual occupancy to allow 

for the railway and pedestrian. This would also see the reactivation of 

the I-site that has the potential to attract heavy foot traffic.  

Moreover, a re-structuring of the Great South and Te Ohaki roads would 

be needed for this intervention because a train crossing would be 

required. The localization of this solution, along with being the less 

expensive, makes it, economically, the more appealing of the two for 

this project.  

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=3504071
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=3504071
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Figure 6.11. Proposed Route 1 showing westerly bypass of the NIMT to access the 

building (Diagram by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

 

Figure 6.12. Proposed Route 2 showing smaller localized detour to access the building 

(Diagram by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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6.2.1 Impact analysis  

 

After designating the railway route, the impact that the train entrance and exit 

would have on the building’s existing fabric had to be assessed. It is worth 

mentioning that the Huntly Power Station (or any part of) is not listed as a 

national heritage, although it is being treated as such to some extent in this 

project.  For example, items or architectural elements that have been identified 

as possessing heritage value will be treated with diligence and not be destroyed 

to suit the train function.   

 

 

The deciders were mainly: 

1. Structural changes  

The train station typology and local authorities’ design requirements were 

examined to inform the spatial requirements of the function. The existing 

building offers a range of possibilities for the railway to occupy the building. 

The two spaces that seemed the better candidates were the turbine hall and the 

auxiliary bay, mainly because of integral structural elements requiring little or 

no changes to suit the purpose. Both auxiliary bay’s and turbine hall’s columns 

and bracing elements would require no changes if the railway were to occupy 

the ground floor, although they would both require removal of concrete floor 

plates to be lowered into the basement area.  

 

2. Original design motives in relation to function 

The turbine hall and auxiliary bay were both originally designed and built to 

serve different purposes as explained previously in the architectural analysis 

(see section 2.3). While the auxiliary bay provides an opportunity to be 

reinstated as a connector of not only the two buildings (turbine hall and boiler 

house) but also different communities through the railway, the turbine hall’s 

long span turned out to be quite an appealing space due to its abundancy in 

horizontal and vertical voids under a structure that entices attention. By contrast, 

the boiler house was the least suitable space for the function due to the original 

design intent of hosting machines in a vertical setup resulting in fewer 

opportunities for designing on the horizontal plane.  
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Figure 6.13. Diagrams shows the train tracks effects spatially and changes to heritage fabric it would require (Diagrams by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 6.14. Drawings shows bridging opportunities/needs to accommodate train tracks inside turbine hall (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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6.2.2 Design outcome 

 

This design exercise resulted into a comprehensive scheme for 

the railway entering and exiting the building, including the 

planning of spaces around it. The elevated platform replaced the 

space taken up by the railway in the turbine hall, adding to the 

occupiable area in the building. This is a functional use of space 

above the railway but not necessarily useful in this situation 

where additional space is not a requirement. Instead, meticulous 

planning that allows minimising the amount of usable space 

taken up by the railway was deemed to be more appropriate and, 

therefore, addressed in following design trials. Moreover, the 

tunnel-like structure (highlighted in red in figure 6.15) fails to 

showcase the new purpose of the turbine hall as a train hall. The 

separation between the occupants and railways hinders the 

possibility for interaction between the two. It also passes up the 

opportunity of offering passengers travelling through the 

building the experience of occupying the long span void and 

rafted ceiling space.  

 

 

Figure 6.15. Section shows the treatment to train tracks inside turbine hall with elevated platforms 

and stairs access in red (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 6.16. Stairs toe elevated platform that descends onto railway island platform (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 6.17. Shows the lack of lighting in the building's centre-most part 

(Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

6.3 Design Trial 3: Building’s Adaptability  
 

Following Design Trial 2, an understanding of the location for the railway 

connection was acquired and the other programmes were ready to be addressed. 

Design Trial 2 presented opportunities to expand into the building’s grounds, 

but, as discussed previously, space was already abundant in the Huntly Power 

Station. The stripping-back iteration was explored instead as it proved to be 

better suited to optimising the existing space. 

6.3.1 Stripping-back iteration revisited 

 In this section, the deep spaces within the building were addressed to facilitate 

occupation. The auxiliary bay and the boiler house are the two spaces concerned. 

These two building are poorly lit, thus limiting their potential for hosting the 

new functions. This exercise picked up from the stripping-back iteration, which, 

by replacing the building’s envelope with a translucent/transparent membrane, 

gives the space new usability. The effect this move has on the original fabric of 

the power station is not conservative in nature; rather, it is positive functionally 

for the building’s adaptive reuse. To balance the design outcome, two criteria 

were explored in this exercise; firstly, maintaining the building’s ability to 

accurately display its original form; and, secondly, adapting to the new function. 

The four shafts of the boiler house were experimented with to find the best 

solution that addresses the two criteria. 
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Figure 6.18. Roof plan shows opening created in the boiler space area (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

 

6.3.2 Internal courtyard 

The internal courtyard was a response to the building’s central spaces lacking 

access to daylight, which was also the purpose of the stripping-back iteration. A 

further removal of all envelopes around the specified boiler house’s shafts 

allows for the possibility of an internal courtyard that feeds daylight into the 

dark spaces of the building. This removal includes the corrugated iron sheet that 

covers the boiler house structure while excluding the skeletal elements 

(columns, beams and bracing) which run along the silhouette of the boiler house. 
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Figure 6.19. Shows lighting opportunities created by new opening 

(Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

Figure 6.20. Elevations and axonometric view of the Huntly Power 

Station post stripping-back (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

 

This design move required an assessment against ICOMOS design guidelines 

concerning heritage architecture to verify whether this deconstructive method 

would void its credibility as a conservation effort. In this study, elevations were 

examined to understand the effect of this alteration on the original fabric on how 

it is perceived and how it affects the design motive of the original. 

. 
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Figure 6.22. Sketch of light tubes penetrating floors in Aux bay and skylight 

opening in roof (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

Natural Lighting Device 

Other means of natural lighting for darker spaces within the building were 

explored in this section. The aim was to bring natural light deep into the different 

floors that have less exposure to daylight from the façade opportunity facilitated 

by the new courtyard opening of the building. To counter this lighting issue, the 

heliostat light tube solution was considered. It is, essentially, a dual layered pipe 

that uses mirrors to reflect sunlight down its mirror-coated shaft, which, in turn, 

distributes daylight down into dark spaces. As shown in figure 6.21, the heliostat 

light tube was designed for atriums with limited daylighting for enhancement 

purposes. It is usually hung from the roof, attached to the walls where available 

and is left floating upon the floor. The heliostat operates very similarly to light 

wells, although it can distribute daylight much deeper than a light well. This 

device, despite being ideal for the issue at hand, requires perforation of the floor 

slab to open vertical voids for its placement. This would have required partial 

demolition and structural strengthening, which could prove costly for the 

amount of light tubes needed to naturally light the auxiliary bay floors. Even 

though this would not have any major negative effects on the heritage fabric of 

the building, it does not follow the sustainable model that this project adheres to 

in terms of efficiency and economic value. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.21. Heliostat light tube in the Morgan Lewis Office in 

Washington DC (Image by Raimund Koch). 
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Figure 6.23. Section of building shows exposed structures in new internal 

courtyard and introduction of vegetation (Drawing by Jean Damien 

Ramtano). 

 

6.3.3 Design outcome

This trial has addressed the issues of lighting and activation of space within the 

building’s dead areas such as the auxiliary and boiler house. The strip-back 

iteration explored in Design Trial 1 was revisited as a solution. The results were 

satisfactory in terms of providing relief to the deeper spaces of the building with 

the use of an internal courtyard, which allows for an outdoor experience within 

the building’s perimeter, which could be used as a recreational area and 

transition area. The opening also enabled a poorly lit part of the building, 

initially designed for machines, to be reactivated for new uses, hence a more 

flexible layout.  

The main issue with the strip-back iteration, as discussed in the design trial, was 

the removal of such a visible part of the building and the consequent effect on 

the heritage fabric of the building. The structural system of the boiler house 

remained, and the alteration is fully reversible, but the boiler house now misses 

two very noticeable shafts. Still, it is beneficial to the functionality of the 

transport hub as it makes for more efficient spaces that would reduce the stress 

this adaptive reuse has on operating cost and increase the desirability of its 

facilities. This exercise brought new design challenges such as the treatment of 

the western internal façade on the auxiliary bay and the facades on the now 

exposed two boiler house shafts due to removal of their two counterparts. 
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Figure 6.24. Auxiliary bay top floor exposure to direct sunlight on a summer 

afternoon (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

Figure 6.25. Auxiliary bay top floor exposure to direct sunlight on a winter 

afternoon (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

6.4 Design Trial 4: Façade Treatment 
 

This exercise focused on the sustainability issues caused by the adaptive reuse. 

It addressed the façade’s requirements regarding the west-facing area within the 

internal courtyard. It is an area that comprises mainly leasable retails, and thus 

needs suitable climate control through the building’s envelope, particularly the 

western façade created by the removal of the boiler’s houses centre shafts. As 

shown in figures 6.24 and 6.25, the auxiliary bay building is exposed to direct 

afternoon sun, which can be controlled for lighting and solar gains through the 

façade design. Other matters, such as ceiling height, partitions and secondary 

envelopes, were also addressed in this section. 
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Figure 6.26. Environmental diagram showing auxiliary bay facade treatment (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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6.4.1 Design Outcome 

 

This design trial addressed the need for controlled sunlight inside the auxiliary 

bay with façade design. It also tackled the need for lighting inside the deeper 

spaces of the top and ground floors of the auxiliary bay with the use of light 

shelves, which was only possible because of the existing high ceiling. While 

they provide lighting solutions for the top and ground floor, the two other floors 

cannot be lit using the same light shelves because they have lower ceilings. 

Exterior light shelves or other natural lighting devices, such as the one discussed 

in Design Trial 3, had to be explored further to solve this lighting issue.  

There was more freedom in the way this façade design was approached, being a 

completely new architectural element in this treatment. With the integration of 

vertical louvers, the glass façade appeared less dull and offered opportunities to 

introduce some colours in the design. At the same time, it gave the western 

façade in the internal courtyard some protection against excessive solar gains 

from harsh afternoon sun. 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 6.27. Western façade inside interior courtyard (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 6.28. Train island platform (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

6.5 Design Trial 5: Function Exhibition 
 

As a response to the outcome of Design Trial 2, the railway layout inside and 

outside the building was revisited to provide a better spatial solution for the 

tracks in the turbine hall. This need to be one that optimised the space in the 

building and, at the same time, gave credit to the function as being compatible 

with the host. Design Trial 2 sought to improve pedestrian flow inside the 

building through uninterrupted and clearly defined walkways to facilitate the 

access in-between the different functions. Hence, an elevated concrete platform 

was created to cater to need for better connections while at the same time 

maximizing occupiable space. The main issue with the design of the train 

platform was that the railway was concealed under a new concrete structure that 

did not celebrate its presence, but instead covered it up as if an unwanted feature. 

Several opportunities were explored in Design Trial 2 to bypass foot traffic 

under or over the train tracks inside the building, with the elevated platform 

being the chosen one for its spatial advantages.   
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Figure 6.28. Diagram shows NIMT Huntly diversion over the Waikato River into 

the Transport Hub (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

Figure 6.29. Diagram shows NIMT Huntly diversion over the Waikato River into 

the Transport Hub (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 

 

This design trial exercise tackled the need for an enveloping structure that could 

be used as a means to cross the railway tracks and serve as an additional 

waiting/lounging area. Eliminating the need for crossing required a change in 

the structure of the railway line’s way of interacting with the building. The 

change was to turn the railway stop from a through station into a terminal 

station, allowing space for foot-traffic around the tracks rather than across. This 

change also positively affected the proposed route for the railway line (North 

Island Main Trunk [NIMT]) because it no longer needed a complete western 

diversion from Te Kauwhata west to Ngaruawahia west, north and south of 

Huntly respectively. Instead, a shorter diversion was made possible within 

Huntly, whereby the train stopping at the Huntly transport hub would cross the 

Waikato River via the shared footbridge to access the building while other trains 

would continue their route along the existing line. This not only localises the 

solution, but also offers a more cost effective one. Figure 6.28 shows the river 

crossing from the existing I-site to Huntly west where the trains and pedestrian 

routes curl towards the building.  

.  
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Figure 6.30. Site Plan showing pedestrian and vehicular access to the Transport 

Hub (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 6.31. Conceptual bridge connection between Huntly East and West linking 

both train and pedestrian access to the Transport Hub (Drawing by Jean Damien 

Ramtano). 

6.5.1 Design Outcome 

 

The final design trial addressed a problem area of Design Trial 2. It was achieved 

by changing the layout of train access inside the turbine hall and, by doing so, 

freed up a large amount of original floor space. This contributes to the 

conservation of the building’s original fabric and leaves opportunities for future 

development, whether it is around the expansion of the retail area into the 

turbine hall or additional train tracks and platforms responding to potential 

higher frequency of train traffic through the transport hub. As well as the 

retention of the existing ground level through the turbine hall, the verticality 

under the trussed ceiling is also preserved and elevated to a similar manner to 

that of the Tate Modern’s turbine hall. With the now-levelled ground floor, no 

stairs or ramps are needed inside this part of the building. This makes pedestrian 

flow to supporting programmes (i.e. retail, museum and exterior) more fluid and 

the facilities more accessible to the community. This in turn gives new design 

opportunity to improve the connectivity via a bridge making the Transport Hub 

more accessible to the Huntly East community.  
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7.0 CONCLUSION 
 

This project explored the potential of the Huntly Power Station’s future use once 

made redundant as a power generator. The research carried out in this project 

adds to the limited available resources concerning the imminent reuse of this 

building and aims to avoid the Meremere effect, where the power plant had been 

left to deteriorate since closure. The reintegration of the Huntly Power Station 

into the lives of the locals represents a way to not only revitalise the building 

but also honour the town’s history. This was achieved through deprivatisation 

of space to make the emblematic building one for public use. An opportunity 

was presented to increase the power station’s usefulness in its community, 

consequently reviving interest in a building that was once the centre of attention 

in the community of Huntly. 

The context research, along with the precedents and literature, provided a strong 

foundation for understanding the complexities involved in updating the 

functions of buildings threatened by redundancy and how they may be 

reintegrated to utilise the unharnessed potential of these buildings. The design 

trials were key to synthesizing an appropriate response to the range of design 

challenges posed by the context and findings in the field of adaptive reuse. An 

iterative design process was undertaken whereby each iteration was critically 

analysed in terms of the design solutions it offered and for the design problems 

it created. From this analysis, a final design was settled upon which responded 

closely to the research aim and objectives. The final design, although  

ss 

containing more questions and design issues, represented a weaving together of 

the theoretical and practical knowledge gained through this research process. 

The Huntly Transport Hub is a public building with eased access for local and 

national users aided by train and other means of public transport. The building 

uses its advantageous location on a railway line and abundant space to provide 

commercial outlets, offices and recreational spaces, making it a one-stop-for-

all, mixed-use building. The design achieves the goals for the building of being 

self-sustainable and having its qualities enhanced while retaining its 

significance in the community. 

The constraints and limitations in this project arose mainly from contextual 

issues related to the location and setting of the building. The building has been 

reimagined for a future setting to accommodate the need for transportation and 

retail facilities in North Waikato. The building’s new functions were assigned 

based on prospective plans, estimated growth and current trends. Through the 

Huntly Power Station’s adaptive reuse, this research provides architectural 

insights which may be valuable for planners and architectural projects 

concerning transportation, commercial and residential development in the 

North-Waikato region. In addition, given the lack of existing works, this study 

can be seen as extending the knowledge about the adaptive reuse of industrial 

buildings in rural locations.   
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8.0 FINAL DESIGN 
 

 

 

Figure 8: Presentation board (Drawings by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 8.1: Site Plan (Drawing by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 8.2: Programme schematic (Drawings by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 8.3: Cross section showing different facilities (Drawings by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 8.4: Long Section through internal courtyard (Drawings by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 8.5: Exterior render of the power station from pedestrian bridge (Drawings by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 8.6: Turbine Hall (Drawings by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 8.7: Turbine Hall viewed from inside passenger train (Drawings by Jean 

Damien Ramtano). 

 

Figure 8.8: Museum in boiler house (Drawings by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 8.9: Internal courtyard (Drawings by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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Figure 8.10: Internal courtyard façade detail (Drawings by Jean Damien Ramtano). 
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GLOSSARY 
 

Adaptation means the process(es) of modifying a place for a compatible use 

while retaining its cultural heritage value.  Adaptation processes include 

alteration and addition.1 

 

Authenticity means the credibility or truthfulness of the surviving evidence 

and knowledge of the cultural heritage value of a place.  Relevant evidence 

includes form and design, substance and fabric, technology and craftsmanship, 

location and surroundings, context and setting, use and function, traditions, 

spiritual essence, and sense of place, and includes tangible and intangible 

values.  Assessment of authenticity is based on identification and analysis of 

relevant evidence and knowledge, and respect for its cultural context.2 

 

Conservation means all the processes of understanding and caring for a place 

so as to safeguard its cultural heritage value.  Conservation is based on respect 

for the existing fabric, associations, meanings, and use of the place. It requires 

a cautious approach of doing as much work as necessary but as little as 

possible, and retaining authenticity and integrity, to ensure that the place and 

its values are passed on to future generations.3  

  

Cultural heritage significance means the cultural heritage value of a place 

relative to other similar or comparable places, recognising the particular 

cultural context of the place.4 

 
1 “Icomos New Zealand Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Heritage Value, 
Revised, 2010,” Icomos, October 1, 2019.  
http://www. icomos.org/charters/ICOMOS_NZ_Charter_2010_FINAL_11_Oct_2010.pdf.  
2 Icomos, “Icomos NZ Charter.” 
3 Icomos, “Icomos NZ Charter.” 
4 Icomos, “Icomos NZ Charter.” 
5 Icomos, “Icomos NZ Charter.” 
6 Icomos, “Icomos NZ Charter.” 
7 Icomos, “Icomos NZ Charter.” 

Fabric means all the physical material of a place, including subsurface 

material, structures, and interior and exterior surfaces including the patina of 

age; and including fixtures and fittings, and gardens and plantings.5 

 

Intangible value means the abstract cultural heritage value of the meanings or 

associations of a place, including commemorative, historical, social, spiritual, 

symbolic, or traditional values.6 

 

Preservation means to maintain a place with as little change as possible.7   

 

Restoration means to return a place to a known earlier form, by reassembly 

and reinstatement, and/or by removal of elements that detract from its cultural 

heritage value.8 

 

Revitalisation is the process of making something grow, develop, or become 

successful again.9 

 

Satellite towns are self-sufficient communities outside of their larger 

metropolitan areas. 10 

 

 

8 “Icomos New Zealand Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Heritage Value, 
Revised, 2010,” Icomos, October 1, 2019.  
http://www. icomos.org/charters/ICOMOS_NZ_Charter_2010_FINAL_11_Oct_2010.pdf. 
9 “Revitalisation,” in Cambridge Business English Dictionary, (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2011), also available at https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/revitalization. 
10 “Satellite City,” Wikipedia, accessed April 20, 2019, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Satellite_city. 
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Structure means any building, standing remains, equipment, device, or other 

facility made by people and which is fixed to the land.11    

 

Tangible value means the physically observable cultural heritage value of a 

place, including archaeological, architectural, landscape, monumental, 

scientific, or technological values.12 

Use means the functions of a place, including the activities and traditional and 

customary practices that may occur at the place or are dependent on the 

place.13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
11 Icomos, “Icomos NZ Charter.” 
12 Icomos, “Icomos NZ Charter.” 

13 Icomos, “Icomos NZ Charter.” 
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Figure 8.10. Internal courtyard façade detail. Drawings by Jean Damien 

Ramtano. 
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Table 1. Table showing facilities and amenities provided in new scheme. 

Table by Jean Damien Ramtano. 
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APPENDICES 
 

 

Appendix A: Local newspaper article concerning the Huntly Power Station were accessed from the Huntly’s library closed collection. These articles were mainly used 

for gathering information about the building’s measurements and its historical context. This was also particularly helpful in framing the project’s significance in its 

community. The newspaper articles are estimated to be in between 1984 and 1987.  
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Appendix B: The pictures below were taken from a guided site visit by Genesis’ Maintenance Engineer, Simon Hurricks, on Monday the 25th of March. The site visit 

included access to the main power station’s facilities excluding the interior of the chimney. This exercise was an important one as it helped gain an understanding of 

the building’s structure and different spaces.   
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Appendix C: This section contains the few technical drawings acquired after the site visit.  
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Figure 1: Auckland Transport design guide for train stations. Available at 

https://at.govt.nz/media/310975/ATCOP_Section_21_Public_Transport_Rail.pdf 

Appendix D: Others. 
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Figure 2: 2016 estimated growth of North Waikato. Available at http://openwaikato.co.nz/attachments/docs/north-waikato-integrated-growth-management-

pro.pdf. 
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Figure 3: Information concerning the commuter rail network. Available at 

https://www.waikatoregion.govt.nz/services/regional-services/transport/rail/ 
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